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The background of this research is justice system trough the legal product of 

Indonesia,specificly on Penal Law that have been issued under Law number 

8 year 1981, which based to held the criminal justice system. While it didn’t 

mentioned the value in the Republic Indonesia constitution and the State of 

Philosophy  Pancasila. The issues of criminal justice system is how the 

victim get the compensation,people empowerment  in order to handle the 

crimes and re integration of perpetrator back to the community. The research 

is implemented by using the descriptive analitis with legal normative aproach 

and empirical approach. The research is located in Maluku province, Police 

of Maluku, Middle Maluku regency, South East of Maluku, West East 

Maluku. The research is qualitative data. Collecting data Technique is by 

indept Interview to the respondents and literature study. Data analysis is by 

qualitative analysis. The  result and discussion on this research  is penal 

mediation by the investigator. The investigators mediated to parties between 

the victim and perpetrators. The investigator is to give the chance to the 

victim and perpetrator for peace.  The penal mediation is for certain case to 

do the investigate earlier process in Maluku Police, such as; The cases of 

house hold violation, child as a petperators, certain crimes, artcle 315 about 

light, article 352 of light torture to human being, article  364 about light 

thieves, article 373 of light embezzlement ,article 379  of light chat article  

482 light arrested. Crimes as mentioned under article 362,Crimes of neglect, 

article 359 and article  360 on penal code (KUHP). The investigator is 

accepted whether not accepted of peace between two parties by seeing the 

interest consideration or benefit for the community and the real between 

perpetrator and victims. If the mediation is failed and there is no solving of 

police that accepted the solution, then police officer who have received the 

disable report under cases register will make it as refer to penal code and 

deliver to the court. In this case, judge will make decision about guilty or not 

guilty of the perpetrators. The implementation of penal mediation on legal 

society of the lease Island tradition of South East of Maluku district and 

West east of Maluku district are from the act of perpetrators and victim 

which is handling trough mediators. The person who is done the mediation is 

Kewan, The head of Soa,  to the two parties followed by the sanction 

imposed, like fine.  Beside that, the sanction is could be metaphysic sanction 

that binded the perpetrators in order have no vindictive.  
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Introduction   

Court system trough the Indonesian Law product. It was classic matter, that court system as basic on soving 

the criminal cases is nor recognized the victim existing in find equal justice,a victim would be more suufer caused of 

the law system itself, due they didn’t actively involved as in civil system, not allowed to apply directly to the 

criminal court but must trough the institution pointed ( whether police of prosecutor (Mudzakir, 2001). The issues of 

development of criminal court system is where the expectation object able to get compensation, empowerment in 

society and reintegration back to the society. Penal mediation is often called with many different words, like  

”mediation in criminal cases” or  ” mediation in penal matters”  which under ducht words is called 

strafbemiddelingg,while in  Germany called ”Der Außergerichtliche Tatausgleich” ( ATA) or in French called ”de 

mediation pénale”  because the penal mediation especially meet between the perpetrator of crime with the victim 

(Barda,2007a). Them penal mediation is often called by ”Victim-Offender Mediation”(VOM) or  Täter-Opfer-

Ausgleich (TOA). Penal mediation is trying to meet between the victim and perpetrator to find the solution that 

bring advantage to both parties with the help from mediator to released the impact from injury or loss of the victims. 

The Penal Mediation value in philosophy of pancasila can be found in living Law trough the society, like customary 

law of Indonesia which is show the traditional, religion, togetherness, concrete and visual, open and 

simple,changible and adaptable, not codified, discussion and agreement. There are some of regulations  that related 

to the Penal mediation like article 82 of  KUHP, article 35 point c. Law number 16 year 2004. Law number 11year  

2012 of  children criminal court system that mentioned in article 71.  The Law number 23 year  2004 of abolishing 

the torture in household. The Law number 39 year 1999 of Human Rights article 1 point  (7),article  76point  (1), 

article 89 point  4,article  96. Law number 2 year  2002 of Police Republic Indonesia, article 18 point  (1). Law 

number 48 year  2009 of Judicature Power maintain under article 5,article  10, artcle  50. Qanun Aceh number  9 

year  2008 of the empowerment of customary living and tradition under article 13, article 14, article  15. Collective 

decision of Head of Supremary Court, Attorney General, Head Of Police Of Republic Indonesia, Ministry of Law 

and Human Rights, Ministry of Social, and Ministry of Women empowerment and child protection. Certain Law 

must be reflected to the social justice, according to Thomas Aquinas that we keep obey it, because against the law 

that seemed un fair would caused the dangerousity and anarkhis (Theo Huijbers, 1982), although at the end, some 

regulatiom will miss the meaning and ignored by the community or lost it power (Franz von Magnis,1979).  Penal 

mediation need to implented in simple way in order go along togther with the value in living society.The certain 

Law is absolut. If there is contardiction between the justice and certain, so law is seemed un fair, then it allowed to 

ignore. Howevar the justice must out on priority. The concept of mind that Law is Cristalisation from value system 

that exist in society, and Law demand to the adaptability from Law and value. The consequent is the changiable of 

the value system must follow by the change and or law implementation and must used to change the value. 

 

 

Research Method 
This research is done by using descriptive analysis method with legal normative and legal empiric 

apparoach. This research is done in Maluku, Regional Police  of Maluku, Middle Maluku Regency, South East 

Maluku regency, West South East Maluku Regency. This research is qualitative data, collecting data by indept 

Interview to the correspondents and literature study. Analysis data is qualitative analysis. 
 

Result and Discussion  
A. Penal Mediation Role in Solving Criminal Case 

 The history of existing pragmatismeof penal mediatio is like to reduced the stagnant or cumulation cases, 

to make easier the process of court, etc (Barda , 2007b) . Sometimes can be called the principle of solving problem 

by cooperation. Also called that the alternative of conflict solve able to get better result than trough court system. 

The implementation of criminal case outside the court is not have a formal regulation yet, so often happen a cases 

that have finished to solve informally (trough customary law mechanism) but still process to the court. 

 

B. Penal Mediation in Solving Criminal Case on Regional Police of Maluku  

According to  Mardjono Reksodiputro,It should be understading that fair law process contain the attitude 

that respect to the rights that belong to each of citizen, eventhough he is a petperator of crime.  Pre-Step of 

adjudication relating to the earlier investigating open space  to police officers to solve the criminal cases between the 

petperator and the victim. The justice of victim is representing by the police in imposed the sanction  wih the 

purpose that sanction imposed is must appropriate with the loss of victim. According to the respondent in this 

research, the criminal cases that used mediation are refer to article 310 KUHP(insulting/libel, article  311 KUHP 
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defamition, article351 KUHP point  (1) KUHP Torture, article 352 point (1) KUHP light torture, article 359  

because of neglect caused of death other people, article  372 KUHP Fraud. Apart from all those cases metioned 

above, also the cases under article 285 KUHP intimacy,article  332 KUHP  run  away with  woman  under 

age,article 367 KUHP point  (2) KUHP stealing by family member, also can be solve trough this way. Some of case 

outside the KUHP that have trough mediation is the torture in house hold (Law  number 23 year  2004). The 

investigator will accept or reject the mediation between petperator and victim by consider the interest or benefit to 

the society and in the reality  between those parties. If the mediation process failed and without any solution so the 

police  whom accepted the report will continue to bring it to the court, while Judge will make the final decision. 

 

C. Penal Mediation in Solving  Customary Criminal Cases  

The discussion will be made earlier to mediation the conflict in customary law. The next development of 

solving conflict trough customary  law is similar that refer to the harmonise or togetherness of the society and to 

keep the peace around them (Sudargo Gautama,2001). The mediation mechanism trough it as mentioned below : 

 

1. Solving Criminal Case Trough Penal Mediation For  Local tribes in Lease Island 

Tradition of Maluku in Lease island of Middle Maluku Regency well know called “Sasi”. Sasi is a 

regulation that mainyain together by all member of the tribes, if against then will get sanction as mentione by the 

agreed regulation. Sasi or forbidden sign made in order people who come to the farm will not take  the fruits, take 

the woods to burn or make a house. Sasi also put around edge of the sea so people not just catch any fish careless or 

trough their garbage around it (Research And Assesment Project Archipelago Culture,1998).  Relating to penal 

mediation for  sasi customary crime imposed  in Lease island. The relationship between petperators and victim are 

binded to the Sasi Law. While a person who own the land will be giving  sasi sign  trough the govermnet of the trees 

or the whole privat  trees in it country and taking away the product of it land without permission from the owner will 

imposed sanction of customary crime. Kewang. as local police will do the controlling to the implementation of sasi. 

When it break the sasi, so the member of kewang  will cacht the person as mentioned on it regulation. The head of 

Kewang  will decide each of breaking law of sasi like punishment refer to the existing sasi regulation. Apart of the 

fine sanction as mentoned above, also sanction on metaphysic or according to their belief as its ancient that because 

of breaking the law, will caused the disease to the petperator. 

 

2. Solving the Penal Case Trough Penal Mediation on  local Society of South East Maluku  

Solving the stealing case in customary law of South East Maluku like when the victim report of the case                  

(including taking away woman under age ). The victim will submit report to “ATBITAN”  that have loss both in 

materiel or non materiel .. “ATBITAN” will investigate by calling all the parties, if the live in different are, then the 

“ARBITAN” will send them mail to ORAN KAY/KEPALA SOA (head of) to call the parties. ORAN 

KAY/KEPALA ( head of)  SOA will determined the day of meeting to solve the criminal case in stealing. On that 

day, all parties will call to come by MARIN  to solve the conflict. Before begin the customary solve, oran 

kay/kepala (head of) soa as mediator must be fair to all parties and request them to  tradition curse  before start so 

the session will go smoothly and effective. After that, oran kay/kepala (head of) soa as mediator will give first 

chance to the victim to describe the chronologic of the problem, while  oran kay/kepala (head of)  soa  will also give 

a chance to the peperator to describe the reason of stealing. After hearing both explanation from those parties, the 

NGUN NGOD RAT will demand the petperator refer to the law of  Larvul Ngabal, then the oran kay/kepala (head 

of )  soa will investigate the  local witness. If the case is stealing woman under age or wife, the punishement are 

change the whole finance expense of marriage also with gold. The end of session, oran kay/kepala (head of ) soa and 

the tradition scholars will give some words to both of the parties for not revenge eachother  since the all are bind to 

the family community called “AIN NI IAN”  while any one against then will get malediction from their ancient like 

disease or even caused of death. The sanction on customary law have two function and  as a stabilator to balance 

between reality and imagination. 

 

3. Solving Penal Case trough penal mediation on  local society in South West Maluku. 

One of the process of case in Lat Town in South West of Maluku relating to the torture from all level  in 

customary law that exist to the society. The head of soa as mediator  will call the victim and petperator on the day 

that maintain. If the petperator  have different  place to the victim, so both of the head of Soa will discuss to decide 

one place selected to be place for meeting and solve the conflict of torture. On the day, both parties will call by 

Yamdena Tabwery,  to attend the meeting. Before begin the tradition solving, head of soa as mediator will try to 

relax and pray together in order to get best decision. After praying, the head of Soa, will give  first chance to the 

victim to describe the chronology of the matter, the give second chance to the petperator the reason  of torture. After 
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hearing the chronology , the head of the soa will defined sanction but before that, the old scholars will describe the 

hierarchy of family , since both of the parties are still relative each other and binded in community of Duan Lolat. If 

the petperator as Duan, the sanction imposed is give a piece of cotton as sign of blood wash, that known as Yamdena 

(Kukur Dare). In other hand, if the petperator as Lolat, the sanction is one botlle of sopi with money as much as Rp. 

500.000- to close the bottle. Then the petperators and victim will give the fine to head of soa as much as Rp. 

100.000,- as administration of  soa  due to break the law. 

 

4. Penal Mediation Model in Solving the Criminal Cased based on Research Result   

a) Penal Mediation regarding to Law as a value system 

Solving the penal cases outside litigation is part of existing  value system in Indonesia.  Solving penal case 

in local society of Lease island, local tribes on South East Maluku regency, Local tribes in South west Maluku 

regency  is because of the balance between justice of the victim and petperator in solving of penal case. In Solving 

the penal case of the places mentioned above, can be seeing that the balance between the victim and petperator. 

Victim in one side feel fair of the loss compensation  while the petperator can feel regret to what he is done and will 

no repeat it again. The imposed of punishment is not only traditional sanction but also sanction from the ancient. 

Living law on local tribes of Lease island, South East Maluku, and Sout wets Maluku are critalisation of values that 

exist in society.  The value are like certain law, public interest and individual interest.  

b) Penal Mediation regarding to the Law as justice, certain and utility Law.. 

There are 2 (two) points that must seeing it carefully regarding to this rsearch, they are on pre adjudication 

in police like : 

• Penal case investigating by the police with before the certain of law. When the penal cases occurs based on 

report, or catch by hand then continue by the police to investigate then deliver to the public prosecutor. The police 

implement the retributivisme theory, which is to reach the justice value while the morality right to punish based on 

the guilty that have proven and punishemt imposed should be  balance with the act.   

• The investigate to the penal case by the police with put the principle of justice for the victim and utility for the 

petperator. 

Prison replace with reconciliation and restoration as main purposed.  Both Police and Society recognized as 

facilitator in the restorative process and the role of the victim and petperator are recognized. Stigma must be released 

from the act of restorative and possible to open forgivenees as long as the help to fix the situation.  Police must be a  

mediator to the mediation process both trough the scholars in society, scholar in tribes, family or the police itself, 

where the purpose is not only to punish or pillorying or to continue to the court, but more to get the truth that will 

bring benefit to help the reconciliation of rdisharmony relationship between the petperator, victim and society. 

Considering that three of them basicly are victim of the crime.  

 

Conclusion 
1.  Penal Mediation in Solving the Penal Case in Indonesia. As Theoritic, the big attention to the victim of the crime 

have delivered the movement to grow what it called restorative justice which is place the court on mediator position. 

2. Penal Mediation Role in solving Penal case. Penal mediation is done by the investigator that to mediate the both 

parties , victim and petperator. The investigator will accept or reject the mediation between them but consider the 

interest or utility for community and real condition between those parties. If the mediation process failed the will 

bring to the court. While the implementation of penal mediation for local society of Lease Island, South East 

Maluku regency and South west Maluku regency are done trough the mediator of Kewang, Head of soa.   
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